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Andreina is an experienced Family Law Lawyer with a shining track record and 

truly benevolent character. She graduated summa cum laude at York University 

with a major in political science. She later completed her law degree at the 

University of Ottawa and a Masters’ degree from the Norman Patterson School 

of International Affairs (NPSIA) with an M.A. and J.D. designation in 2013.

Andreina understands the stress that comes with needing a family law lawyer 

and works to make such a difficult time go smoothly with compassion and 

expertise. Out of respect for her clients, Andreina is always considerate, yet 

realistic when advising on the next steps of solving their matters. Andreina 

adopts a sensible approach when reviewing litigation matters or negotiating 

settlements, and does not shy away from confrontation in order to ensure her 

clients receive the best possible solutions. Andreina’s passion for family law 

and social justice is fueled by her background and empathetic personality. She 

currently volunteers at the Canadian Lawyers for International Human Rights, 

a organization that promotes international human rights from a Canadian 

perspective. Her talent and knowledge in the field have in the field have led her 

to publish articles pertaining to human trafficking and how it has evolved over 

the past decade in Canada.

Andreina is focused on alimony and spousal support claims, child support, 

custody and access, dissolutions, divorce, domestic violence, marital property, 

mediation, arbitration, prenuptial agreements, parent’s rights and independent 

legal advice for all general family law matters.

When Andreina is outside of the office, she enjoys spinning, running, rock 

climbing and learning about international wines. In addition to English, Andreina 

is fluent in Italian and Spanish and can provide legal services in those languages 

as well.
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DSF is a dedicated group of legal professionals offering a broad range of legal services 

to our individual, business and corporate clients. We are the largest full service law 

firm in Toronto outside of the downtown core. We are driven by delivering value to 

our clients in all that we do.
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